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(some) questions for today
Do digital currencies change our 
interactions around money?  

How can peer-to-peer digital transactions 
support new forms of financial services for 
users?  

What’s the relationship between digital 
money and social media?  

Can we design digital financial services to 
make them easier to understand and use, 
more trustworthy, accessible, or socially 
useful? 



60-ish attendees
• venture capitalists 

• complementary currency 
movements/ nonprofits 

• online payments 

• academics 

• IT and financial consultancies 

• economists 

• banks (various)

• international law firms 

• parliamentary office of science 
& technology 

• bank of england 

• think tanks 

• designers 

• fintech 

• journalists





   3DaRoC
(3rd Party Dematerialisation and Rematerialisation of Capital: 
designing and innovating credible digital intermediaries in the 
personal financial marketplace) 

• 18 months of field-based data collection on use and 
future design work 

• interviews, questionnaires, workshops, observational 
fieldwork, participatory design scenarios, prototyping 

• team expertise: digital anthropology, sociology, 
computer science, interaction design and corporate 
finance law + partners with fintech and currency





txt2pay



issues and concerns

pleasure and playfulness 

conversation and sociability 

mindful reflections on purchases  
and patterns of spending 

    trust judgements



Zopa, Ltd





issues and concerns
• challenge to create understandable and credible products: 

innovation in an age of austerity and distrust 

• NO individualist/expertise associations of financialization (US 
context) 

• role of rhetoric - constructing “sensible” ‘peers’ 

• managing migration: early-stage adopters to late-stage incomers 
—> different ideas, methods, black-boxing 

• managing conflict: trust + information access vs. privacy + 
transparency 

• managing tensions: between social and financial goals





‘toolkit’ launch 

it’s downloadable!

! ! ! ! !
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DEPLOYING, INNOVATING AND DISRUPTING–DESIGNING DIGITAL 
INFRASTRUCTURES FOR ALTERNATIVE FINANCIAL SYSTEMS 
 
LESSONS FROM THE 3DaRoC PROJECT 
3rd Party Dematerialisation and Rematerialisation of 
Capital: designing and innovating credible digital 
intermediaries in the personal financial marketplace  
 
 
 
 
 
 

digital intermediary 
exchange ‘toolkit’ 
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13.25 – 14.25 Professor Barry Brown 
             Keynote: ‘The future of money: from Apple Pay to payless payment’       

14.25 - 14.40      Tea break 

14.40 - 15.40      Brett Scott 
     Keynote: ‘Open-sourcing the financial system: Five areas we need 
     to work on’ 

    
15.45 – 16.50     Panel session:  

     ‘Alternative digital futures for money and exchange’  

      Chair:  
      Dr John Carter McKnight (Lancaster University) 

   Panelists:           
            Dr Joe Deville (Goldsmiths, University of London) 

      Josh Ryan-Collins (New Economics Foundation) 
     Dr John Vines (Newcastle University)             

      Dr Dr Katie Panciera (Google Inc.) 

16.50 – 17.00   Closing remarks   
              End - depart for networking / drinks             



Prof. Barry Brown
Barry Brown is Professor of Human Computer 
Interaction at Stockholm University, where 
he leads the ‘Future of Money’ project working 
on the intersections of money, social 
interaction and device design. He is the 
research director of Mobile Life, a world 
leading institute looking into the future of 
mobile devices, which works in partnership 
with Ericsson, Nokia, Microsoft, IKEA, ABB, 
Telia Sonera, Rebel & Bird, and Stockholm 
City.  Barry has a fairly unique background, 
with a degree in computer science from the 
University of Edinburgh, and a PhD in 
sociology from the University of Surrey; he has 
published over 100 academic articles, and 
three books, the most recent of which is 
forthcoming with MIT Press titled “Enjoying 
Machines”. 



Brett Scott
Brett Scott is a journalist, campaigner and the 
author of The Heretic’s Guide to Global 
Finance: Hacking the Future of Money. He 
works on financial reform, alternative finance 
and economic activism with a wide variety of 
NGOs, artists and students, and writes for 
publications such as The Guardian, New 
Scientist, Wired Magazine, Aeon and 
CNN.com. 

http://CNN.com

